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Introduction 
 

This document is a compilation of motions passed at Veidot, currently in force, which have been 

organised in the hopes of making it easy to understand the roles, responsibilities and policies that 

have been mandated by the movement. It was created with the aim of providing Noamnicks with a 

reference point for collective decisions taken by the moment and to end Noam’s institutional 

memory loss.  For historical reference, a document containing all passed motions has also been 

complied including the ones that have been repealed or superseded. 

There are some important things to note when reading and interpreting this document. No motions 

prior to the 2007 Veida have been found and it is not entirely clear how many other motions still 

exist. On top of this, all post camp asefot motions have been lost, except for 2014 which has yet to 

be added, and as a result two uncertainties arise from this; the structure and roles of the Moetza 

and its Chairs is not clear and; whether Shacharit and Ma’ariv are compulsory on residential events, 

except on tour where they explicitly are. The second Veida of 2015/6 has yet to be added as well. 

Additionally, I have edited the motions for grammar, spelling and in rare occasions clarity. Some 

motions have been split into multiple parts and separated in the document. Others have been split 

into subsections to make them easier to read and understand. The sections do not always directly 

correlate to different Asefot and some motions are arguably in the wrong section. All of this is 

entirely an editorial decision and future editors may choose to move motions or rename sections. If 

there is any doubt, the Passed Motions document should be consulted. 

I took up this task after a frustrating Veida where there was constant doubt and lack of knowledge 

surrounding our movement and its history. The hope is that this document, together with the 

Statement of Purpose, shall inspire Noamnicks far into the future. 

 

Harry Jacobs 

December 2016 
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I. Camp 
A. General 

1. Noam shall hold an annual ‘summer camp’ for Years 5 to 10. This will be held at 

a random location, prefereable in the welsh countryside 

a) Noam shall also hold a tour of Israel for Year 11s 

b) Also a winter camp in England for Years 5 – 8 

c) Also day camp, possibly in half term. 

2. Noam believes that every role on camp is of equal importance, and that each 

role and every person on camp plays an essential part in the smooth running of 

machane 

3. Subject to consultation with senior staff and consultants, there will be no 

recognised phone time on camp.  

a) Distribution of phones will be at the discretion of Roshim and not Madrachim 

4. Online social networking is strongly discouraged in all public spaces unless 

required for the running of the event.  

5. There will be a discussion on precamp and camp about the effects of social 

mediaOn application for a position of leadership on Machane, when you intend 

to inspire and lead a future generation, the level of involvement you have 

throughout the year will be used to determine your position on Machane 

6. Noam is a community of equals and in order to reflect this: 

a) The t-shirt colour split will be between chanachim and staff 

b) Wacky t-shirts for everyone please 

c) There will be a single movement t-shirt for everyone 

7. The theme of Machane should not be limiting.  

a) It should not only be one of the five branches of Noam and can include other 

concepts. 

b) If the theme does not centre around a branch, there should be a set number 

of peulot to teach about the branches (at the discretion of the roshim) 

8. At Noam events, all staff must wear Noam merchandise wherever possible 

around chanichim.  

B. Mazkirut/Noam 

1. Noam will ensure there is structured welfare time for all Madrichim, including 

on Nofim.  

a) This will not operate on an opt-in system, though roshim may use their 

discretion to allow madrichim to opt-out. 

b) Group welfare on camp is not compulsory 

c) Welfare time will continue to be available for Madrachim when needed 

outside the formal structure. 

2. Noam should have no paid positions on camp where suitable current members 

are willing to take the role.  
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a) The Mazkirut reserves the right to approach people they deem necessary for 

the running of camp.  

b) Noam should include education on such roles within its training 

3. The only positions above madrich on machane are Rosh and Rosh Machane. 

a) There will only be one Rosh Machane per shichvah, OR Exactly one Rakaz, one 

Rosh Machane per pair of camps.  

b) Extra applicants can be madrichim, Techni, educators, chuggim etc.  

4. Noam strives to be a place where people are valued by what they do and say 

over and above what they look like or wear.  

a) Noam believes that clothes of certain types (e.g. ostentatious designer 

clothing) can have a negative impact on the group dynamics on Machane. If it 

is believed that a situation is arising where clothing in negatively affecting the 

atmosphere on camp, the tzevet should confront the issue at their discretion 

b) This will be put in the Noam hands on booklet and sent to parents 

5. Noam should bring back camping on Nofim Aleph  

6. There should be a hike on Nofim 

a) There should be more hikes and day trips on all camps 

7. Training will be done on using feedback from Chanachim  

8. Educators are required to be briefed fully on Noam chinuch and tefilla policies 

and customs.  

a) The role of the educator is to be decided through discussion between the 

roshim of camp and their respective educator(s) 

9. Money on camp has to be allocated by Techni. 

10. There will be male, female and gender neutral toilets. 

a) Use of the toilets will not be policed unless this is being abused. 

b) Noam will educate about why these toilets exists 

11. There will be a question on the medical form about permitting chanichim to 

fast on Tish b’av. 

a) If it is permitted, then the decision cannot be overruled without the explicit 

instruction of the senior medic. 

b) If the decision is overrlled, parents will be contacted at a convenient time, not 

necessarily before the decision is put into action. 

c) Fasting will be on Noam’s terms. 

C. Roshim and Madrachim 

1. A leaders’ moadon is a priority on Machane.   

a) It should be encouraged that Roshim should spend time in that moadon.   

b) If there is available space the Roshim should also have an office, this does not 

impede on a meeting room 

2. The majority of Tzevet meetings should be dedicated to feedback. This should 

include:  

a) Roshim and Madrichim to Madrichim feedback 

b) Madrichim to roshim feedback 
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c) Review of previous feedback 

d) It is the responsibility of the rakaz to ensure that this is carried out.  

3. Tzevet meetings must happen on Friday nights 

a) The second Friday night must have a focus on welfare for the last night 

4. Five hours is a minimum amount of sleep Madrichim should get unless 

circumstances are deemed necessary by the Rosh Machane in which case the 

lost sleep can be made up another time.  

a) The line manager of the Rosh must ensure this is upheld. 

5. Madrichim will actively try to be less intrusive into Chanachim’s dorms after 

official dorm time.  

a) They will sit as far away from dorms as possible, while maintaining line of sight 

and earshot 

6. Roshim will have compulsory one on one with their fingertip Madrichim in the 

last 3 days of camp.  

a) This is so as to conclude their personal journey on camp, look back at their 

FART and see what they have personally achieved. 

7. Throughout every camp there will be structured time for Chanachim to give 

constructive feedback to their Madrichim. 

a)  This feedback will then be processed with roshim on feedback day after camp 

8. Food that will not perish during camps that is confiscated from Chanachim will 

be redistributed at the discretion of the Madrichim with expressed permission 

from Roshim 

9. All Shabbat activites should be run past educators or the madrichim riunning 

Shabbat should be brief on relevant halacha by the educators 

10. Roshim ar expected to be proactive in the maintenance of Masorti practice. 

a) Part of roshim training will include session with Masorti Rabbis over what 

Masorti practice will include 

 

D. Pre and Post Camp 

1. All roles shall be reviewed and defined annually prior to every camp then a 

session shall be set aside to clearly explain the roles and responsibilities of 

everyone involved in Machane. 

a) Before camp, roshim of each tzevet must clearly define the role of their 

seniors to their tzevet. 

2. Roshim should be consulted for Roshim training as to what they would like to 

be trained about and qualified professionals should be brought in to teach 

about serious welfare issues. 

a) They should have professional and tzevet specific welfate training before 

camp. 

3. .Noam should introduce pre-camp discussions with all people to evaluate 

role/tzevet suitability with Mazkirut and Senior Tzevet. This will be face to face 

for 1st timers. 
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a) During Meltam and Masa madrichim will talk about their experiences to first 

timers. 

b) All applicants for Machane who haven’t been on camp as a chanich (excluding 

tour) must be assigned a senior Madrich from their tzevet as a hadracha 

mentor to ensure they receive appropriate experience and feedback. 

4. Every tzevet must have at least one tzevet social before camp at an easily 

accessible time and place, excluding shabbaton 

5. Previous years’ Roshim should be consulted by the Mazkirut throughout the 

process of building tzvatim for the following year.  

6. There will be a post-tour welfare follow-up between tour Madrichim and a 

senior Noam welfare person such as Sara Levan or Magnus. There also should 

be a feedback session for post-tour Madrichim with a current member of the 

Mazkirut  

7. There will be more of an emphasis on asefot at post camp feedback day that is 

at least 2 hours long 

a)  New standing orders will be devised in order to reflect numbers. 

b)  Open space should also be incorporated.  

8. Pre-camp will be planned by tzvatim from previous years, appointed in the lead 

up to camp. 

9. The Rabbinic deathmatch will be reformatted in a way that is accessible to 

everyone 

10. There must be a roshim and tour madrichim feedback and processing day 

organised with the new Mazkirut. 

11. After Noam summer, residential roshim of each tzevet must write up on the 

madrichim in their tzevet for the use on the following year as part of feedback 

processes. Rakazim should do same for roshim. 

12. There will be a session on the Va’ad T’nua run on pre-camp 

13. Noam should have a Hadracha afternoon on precamp that is tailored to 

peoples specific roles 

14. Pre=camp sould include a Halacha 101 session which informs tzvatim of the 

halacha which the must be keeping on camp and the teztual reasons why.  

a) This will be run in conjunction with but not restricted to the educator tzevet. 

15. There will be compulsory song learning on pre-camp with emphasis on 

Shabbat songs but also niggunim, prayer tunes and camp songs 

a) There will also be a booklet of Shabbat songs. 

16. Noam must provide first aid training to everyone on pre-camp as well as 

professional welfare and mental health training 

a) For serious issues, there should be specific training for all madrichim on the 

camp.. 

E. Peulot 

1. For each branch of Noam, at least one peula that relates to each branch should 

contain an attempt to explore Noam’s position on that Branch. 
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2. During camp and precamp there will be at least one social action program for 

each year e.g. at a local soup kitchen 

3. There will be a minimum of 1 Veida themed programme for all summer camps 

and tour 

a) There should be an asefa for chanichim as part of camp sikkum for those of 

Veida age upwards 

b) Motions passed can be voted on by madrachim on Feedback Day 

4. Chanachim should have the opportunity to write a short programme for camp.  

a) This would make chanichim participate more in peulot, give an incentive for 

kids to go to club and start process of Hadracha. A madrich/a would be 

delegated to help with writing of Peula. 

5. Programmes written by Roshim for pre-camp should be “pimped “by senior 

madrichim 

6. Each Shacharit service on all Noam residential events will be treated as an 

educational peula.  

a) To achieve this on Machane Madrichim are required to submit their Shacharit 

plan on pre camp to appropriate ‘pimps’ (members of the chinuch and 

chuggim Tzevet) during a new peula ‘sort out dis Shacharit’ (to be said in a 

Dutch accent) 

b) The Shabbat Shacharit service should be integrated with a Shabbat themed 

peula 

7. Noam is against excessive waste in peulot. Roshim and Techni will actively 

discourage wasteful use of resources 

a) Roshim should prevent and can veto excessive food wastage in peulot 

8. A database of previous peulot should be compiled. It would include feedback 

from the program and contact details of the author. Peulot would be included 

in the database at the discretion of the author. This database will include the 

year it was used and the camp. 

a) A description of the Peula should be submitted with feedback provided, kept 

to a short template. 

b) Access to that database would be provided to those who have submitted at 

least one peula. 

c) Access will also be granted to first time Madrichim. 

9. Every camp should include at least one peula that integrates with the theme of 

that camp, focusing on (a) religion(s) outside of Judaism and pre-

camp/Madrichim training should include at least one interfaith peula 

10. There should be opportunities during camp to discuss issues related to gender 

without needing to segregate by gender 

11. There should be more programmes that focus on Israeli culture without 

diminishing political discussions. 

12. There should be sessions on LGBTQ* issues, egalitarianism and feminishm in 

the same style as the gender talk. These should preferable be at the beginning 

of camp.  
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F. Miscellaneous 

1. The word ‘Prayer’ will not be used on camp and Madrachim should be 

encouraged to avoid using the word guys in order to gain the Chanichim’s 

attention, instead using more creative methods of hadracha 

2. Noam will run sessions teaching Noamnikim to both leyn and lead services on 

pre camp and throughout the year.. 

3. Only Israeli (including non-Jewish), and Jewish, music is allowed to be played at 

Noam residential events around chanichim, unless for a specific programme. 

4. In line with the Gemillut Hasidim branch, Noam will commit to planting trees at 

the site of its Machanot, if permitted by the site. 

5. Mardichim and all staff of camp shall aim to dismantle gender roles – 

universally but with specific regard to lad culture 

a) Roshim shall ensure that any activity which could be ‘gendered’ should be led 

by a mixture of genders. 

6. Noam will have one Union Jack on each site during machane 

7. Rabbis and educators have to be involved in a programme outside of Jewish 

education 

8. Each year Noam UK will send madrichim to another Masorti camp abroad, 

numbers willing.  

9. The Mazkirut will investigate expanding winter camp by opening it up to more 

years 

10. We will have Mezuzot on camp 

a) This will increase bonding across rooms and increase Jewish spirit on camp. 

11. An aim of each machane will be to teach Ivrit and Yiddish (mammalushen) 

a) A Yiddish mobile will circulate between the camps. 

12. Each shichvah will be given a name, to be decided at Shorashim Aleph.  

a) We will liaise with Noam Olami to see if this could be a cross movement 

endeavour 

b) Names will be allocated this year to all shcihvaot (2015) 

13. Bogrim are expected to work with the Mazkirut to provide hadracha training 

in the cities in which they study 

14. Noam will provide appropriate training for people who wish to spend time in 

roles they are not yet qualified for. 
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II. Democratic Community 
A. General 

1. The full and current statement of purpose will be provided on the Noam 

website.  

a) The link will be included on all camp and tour application forms.  

b) Copies of the SOP will be distributed on precamp and there will be a separate 

short session with updates from the most recent Veida. 

2. Noam will host an additional annual residential event, taking place over 3-4 

days. It may be based on a theme. There will be a mixture of religious and 

cultural peulot, as well as standard Noam services and benching at meals. The 

event will be for (year 9+?)  

3. If so decided by Veida, motions can be referred to another body this includes 

an open forum, the Masorti rabbis, Moetza, mercaz, pre camp, referenda, or 

any other body deemed by Veida. 

4. The proposer of a motion must write, within one month of the end of Veida, an 

action plan for the implementation of the motion. 

5. A member of the Mazkirut shall be appointed ‘Veida co-ordinator.’  

a) This person shall oversee implementation of passed motions and will be able 

to provide information on the progress of the implementation to anyone who 

asks. 

6. There will be a movement-wide referendum on whether Noam should join 

political movements or organizations that have public political stances. 

7. This Noam office will investigate holding Veida in Israel (or another country) 

next year as a method of increasing participation  

8. Veida is strongly encouraged for anybody who wants to be on the tzevet during 

the following summer 

9. When making any decisions which may conflict with halacha, Rabbi Roni 

Tabick, Rabbi Oliver Joseph or Rabbi Daniella (or pending Natasha Mann and 

Zahavit) must be consulted for a binding halachich ruling.. 

B. Veida 

1.  Veida should take place during school and university holidays during a few 

days in the winter holidays. 

2. Veida should be residential if possible even if that means sleeping an a 

synagogue or somebodies house. 

3. A quorum of 30 members shall be required 

a) This quorum may only be changed during the Democracy Asefa  

4. The democracy branch should always be discussed first on Veida in order to 

allow approve motions that alter the standing orders to take effect as early as 

possible. 

5. Any employee of Noam is eligible to vote on Veida in addition to Noam 

members. 
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6. Delegates must be aware of and take into consideration their status and 

influence on Veida discussions, for example office workers  

7. To uphold the sanctity of the debating chamber attendees are required to 

leave all weapons at the entrance, the Roshei Veida are responsible for 

providing an amnesty box to be placed in the ante-chamber.  

8. There will be a Veida asefa on madrichim feedback day where motions 

concerning camp can be passed and changed.  

a) They will come into effect on the following camp unless they are repealed on 

Veida 

b) Motions proposed at Veida that would remove/amend a motion passed on 

feedback day asefa before the event(s) in question have taken place require a 

2/3 majority vote 

9. The final asefa of Veida, often the miscellaneous/emergency asefa, should have 

no set time limit, but instead at the chair’s discretion with a minimum asefa 

time of half an hour. 

10. Veida must include a session where ideas and visions for Camps, Clubs and 

Residentials are to be discussed and compiled in a document. 

a)  If these are passed, they will be written in a separate ideas/visions document. 

11. Motions that don’t affect our democratic structures, or that have not been 

enacted, shall expire after 3 years and must be reviewed at Veida. 

12. Motions that may alter Noam’s position on a halachic or theological issue 

require the consulting of at least one Masorti religious authority. 

13. All policies passed at Veidot and post camp asefot must be recorded and 

made publicly avalaible on the Noam website and e-bayit. 

a) This is the reposnibility of the mazkir/a/ol, but need not be done by them. 

b) This will exclude joke motions, which are to be placed on the e-bayit. 

c) All final votes on motions shall not be viewable on the WWW 

14. Motions can be written all year round by anyone and put in a motion box.  

a) The onus is on the author to come to Veida or get someone who is going to 

put it forward. 

15. CCR Asefa will be shortened leaving time for a new ‘Moetza’ Asefa.  

a) This will discuss practical and logistical issues, including events during the year 

and long-term projects.  

b) All motions passed will be given to the Moetza, whose responsibility is to carry 

them out. If the proposer of the motion chooses, a Mazkirut member can be 

requested to oversee the project 

16. There should be a new asefot for educational purposes called ‘Chinuch’. 

17. Noam will make a concerted effort to accommodate anyone who lives far 

away from Veida 

18. Nobody can participate in an asefa unless they have been at Veida for the 

whole day 
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19. The cost of Veida will be kept to an absolute minimum including taking place 

in London if nessecary. 

20. Standing Order Changes 

a) A five minute break can be taken between motions, this can happen a 

maximum of twice per asefa  

b) If an amendment is made once the list is closed, then the list can be reopened 

c) The chair may call an adjournment in an asefa for the length that he or she 

chooses.  

d) All chairs must have attended at least one Noam Veida 

C. Committees 

1. Va’ad T’nua 

a) A Va’ad T’nua made up of a maximum of: 

(1) The Mazkirut,  

(2) 7 Bogrim (one of whom will chair),  

(3) The Rosh Noam and; 

(4) One other member of the Moetza, to be decided by the 

Moetza.  

b) The Bogrim will be elected to the following roles: 

(1) Chair 

(2) Democratic Community 

(3) Masorti  

(4) Zionism 

(5) Hagshama 

(6) Gemillut Chasidim 

(7) Camps, Clubs and Residentials  

c) The Bogrim will be elected at Feedback Day, but can be supplemented 

afterwards if not enough candidates stand. 

d) They act as representatives of the Noam membership and scrutinise the tasks 

of the Mazkirut. 

e) The Bogrim elected to the Va’ad T’nua are also involved in the interview 

process for the new Mazkirut. 

f) Motions not discussed at Veida due to lack of time will be sent to the Va’ad 

T’nua. If accepted they should be seen as ‘steers’ for the Mazkirut. 

g) Sullied motions shall be sent to the Va’ad T’nua for a decision.  

h) This group will be in continuous contact online and will aim to meet in person 

during major educational holidays (winter, spring, summer).  

i) Va’ad T’nua will coordinate the creation and organisation of the Peula 

database  

j) The Va’ad T’nua is compelled to provide a report of the ‘state of the 

movement’ twice a year. 

k) The Noam Mercaz (Senior Committee) will be replaced with this committee 

and a Facebook group for all Bogrim, which the Mazkirut are able to use a 

sounding board for issues. 
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2. Moetza 

a) Half of Moetza will be elected in a movement wide election during the year, 

the other half will remain elected on Veida. A term on the Moetza lasts one 

year. On camp, we will educate our members about Moetza. 

b) Moetza will: 

(1) Form a strategy meeting with all of the members of Moetza, 

the mercaz and the Mazkirut twice a year. 

(2) Run Peulot for weekly Noam clubs. It will attend each 

community eat least once  

(3) Facilitate mini projects such as tallits, minchonim, Tefilla 

skills, new nigunim etc. 

(4) Create a tochnit of fun Hebrew learning for camp 

(5) create a newsletter / paper at least every three months that 

will be sent online and sent via emails (they will also be sent my mail 

if requested) 

(6) Create a phonebook in order to encourage connections 

amongst Noamnicks and help Mazkiruit sending messages via phone 

tree  

c) Events 

(1) Moetza will aim to create events throughout the year for 

Nofim aleph and above. 

(2) Reunions must be organised for each camp and tour within 

two months of machane in order to foster schiva pride.  

(3) Moetza will facilitate Tikkun olam during the events. 

d) If any positions within the entire Moetza structure are not filled any applicable 

Noam member may apply directly. The winning candidate is chosen by the 

Moetza in conjunction by the Mazkirut 

(1) If the positions of Yoshev Rosh Moetza or Rosh Snifim are 

abdicated or not filled the Rosh Noam fulfils the duties of the role 

until the aforementioned process is completed. 

(2)  If the positions of Rosh Noam are abdicated or not filled, the 

Yoshev Rosh Moetza and Rosh snifim fulfil the duties of the role until 

the aforementioned process is completed 

e) Two candidates can stand together for the position of Roshei Noam 

f) Amend the 2008 Moetza motion to the following: “The Noam Moetza is a 

committee of 8 people in school years 9-13 who are elected alongside the 

following positions: 

(1) -Rosh Noam: a 6th former who manages.......... etc. 

(2) The remaining text of this motion, outlining the various 

positions on Moetza, has been lost but it is known to include a Rosh 

Moetza, a 6th former, and a Rosh Snifim, a 6th former 

3. There will be a body of non-bogrim who will discuss the decisions made by the 

mazkiruy and be the voice of the youth in our movement.. 

4. A new committee will be set up for the sole purpose of Tikkun Olam.  
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a) It will be responsible for all sorts of Tikkun Olam and not just environmental.  

b) This will be separate from all other committees e.g. Moetza.  

c) One office worker will sit on this movement. This will cancel out the old tikkun 

olam group however it will include the original ideology. 

5. Gemillut Chasidim ‘Open Forum’ 

a) At the end of the Gemillut Chasidim asefa there shall be an open forum that 

shall be chaired by the Gemillut Chasidim Va’ad T’nua rep (or if necessary, 

another Va’ad T’nua rep). 

b) The forum shall focus on co-ordinating the Gemillut Chasidim efforts of the 

movement. 

c) It should promote possible Gemillut Chasidim opportunities and how specific 

motions will be enacted throughout the year and on camp. 

d) . The Gemillut Chasidim Rep shall be responsible for following up specific 

action points and plans. 

6. Constitutional Committee 

a) The committee is comprised of all delegates to Veida 

b) It is empowered to codify our governing structures into a governing document 

which shall join the statement of purpose and the ‘ideology document’ in 

defining the movement. 

c) It shall report back to Veida to be approved and then be ratified by a 

referendum on pre-camp. 

D. Beliefs 

1. Noam will only invite external speakers who preach understanding and not 

hatred. When an external speaker who preaches hatred is unavoidable, a 

discussion must be held on Noam’s views afterwards.  

a) Noam does not necessarily stand by the views of its external speakers and will 

balance controversial talks with discussion 

2. Noam should attempt to engage in and organise inter-movement Zionist 

activities on tour and drachim 

3. Noam should choose a kibbutz to create an enduring and constructive 

relationship with. 

4. Noam believes in the right of religious expression regardless of gender identity 

and will therefore officially affiliate with and support Women of the Wall. 

a)  Noam will publivize their events for Noam members in Israel and invite them 

to do events with us. 

b) Noam will actively support the endeavours of Women of the Wall, and gear 

Masorti and Zionist activities to promoting their cause.  

5. Noam is a feminist youth movement. 

6. Noam should form a long term connection with a community/scheme in Israel 

where Arab-Israelis and Jewish-Israelis coexist peacefully.  

a) This connection would enable members and employees of Noam to volunteer 

and participate in the project. The scheme will be an option in the volunteer 

programme on Drachim and tours will volunteer there every year. 
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E. Miscellaneous 

1. Noam will not tolerate the use of language that discriminates based on gender, 

race, sexual orientation, ability or comments that normalize sexual violence 

2. Noam should introduce madrichol/chanichol as an alternative title for 

madrichim/chanichim. 

3. Noam will try and form a partnership with a non-Jewish youth club in London 

4. A separate document for Noam ideological policies will be created and reserve 

SOP for technically defining the movement. 

a) A committee will be set up to accomplish this 

5. Noam will incorporate monthly volunteering into Mercaz Noam.  

6. Grammatical errors must not be corrected during an asefa unless they obscure 

the motion’s meaning. 

7. A joke box will be present at post camp asefa which will be read out between 

motions 

8. Noam will place an appropriate percentage of its profit in a rainy day fund each 

year 

9. A committee will be set up to discuss whether “the man on the moon is my 

friend”. If it is found that he is not, the paragraph will be omitted 

10. Noam should endeavour to make White and Green Noam Chultzot 

11. There should be a digital Veida with online forum and voting. 
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III.  Gemillut Hasidim 
A. Tzedakah 

1. Noam office, in consultation with its members, should be involved in one active 

TO event a month, and encourage members to get involved in London and 

send out a list of TO events happening in other cities. 

2. Noam participants will advertise and encourage attendance of national social 

action events, even if it’s on Shabbat/Yom Tov, and will work with other 

organisations to set up Shabbat observant ways to attend these events.  

3. Noam should give the option for parents to give £2 to charity voted by Noam 

members, when paying for machane 

4. Based on last year’s success of picking NNLS Drop-In as our charity of the year, 

Noam commits to supporting it for an additional year alongside a charity we 

vote in by referendum (Veida 2012/2013 – Expired 2013/14) 

5. Noam should have one primary external charity a year that it supports, has a 

relationship with and educates everyone in the movement about (on camp, 

year round through fundraising and social media) for Tikkun Olam.  

a) This charity will be voted on in a movement-wide referendum. 

6. Noam will support all members taking part in mitzvah day projects and, 

alongside this, will have a coordinated and concerted project on mitzvah day, 

so that we are equally represented amongst Jewry’s finest hour. 

7. At every Noam residential, all those attending must bring one can of food 

which will then be given to a homeless shelter or asylum seekers project.  

B. Beliefs 

1. Noam is ideologically vegetarian and all Noam events will be vegetarian. 

a) If camp does not have tzevet eden or a specialist vegetarian caterer then it 

shall be pescitarian 

b) Noam will liase with other movements who self cater.  

c) Noam will hold vegan Thursdays on Camp. 

d) Noam will only purchase ethically produced free range eggs. 

2. Noam seeks to minimize its carbon usage and aims to be carbon neutral within 

the next decade and seeks to educate about carbon neutrality.  

a) Noam will offset the carbon footprint for the flights to Israel tour 

b) An optional carbon off-setting fee should be included on camp application 

c)  Noam should get an ex-Noamnik who works with the environment to audit us. 

We will endeacour to reduce our carbon footprint in the most effective way. If 

there are no ex-Noamnikim, Noam will set aside a budget to fund the ensuing 

changes. If an auditor cannont be afforded, Noam will self-audit. 

3. Noam boycotts amazon until such a time that they pay and treat their workers 

to an acceptable level. 
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4. Noam encourages organ donation, bone marrow and blood donation and will 

organise donation events. Noam recognises the homophobic issues 

surrounding current blood donation policy and will educate on this. 

a) Noam encourages members to attend two blood donations events a year. 

b) Noam will elect a representative of Veida to organise this. 

C. Miscellaneous 

1. A recycling bin should be present in all major rooms used at Noam events. 

2. Noam will strive for a fully paperless office, this will include all medical forms 

being completed and submitted online, reducing the likelihood of errors.  

a) Event and camp promotion should be online in the form of emails, videos and 

Facebook as well as sms reminders. Wherever possible both of these schemes 

will be trialled in 2009. 

3. All Noam members are to set an example to uphold the Tikkun Olam branch. At 

the beginning of every Noam event rules will be set out:  

a)  Turn off lights when leaving room  

b)  To have a recycling unit  

c)  To clean up after one self.  

d) Therefore, this will create respect to not only the environment but to one of 

our 5 branches.  

4. Noam needs to acknowledge, respect and create a relationship with the areas 

where we hold our events.  

a) In order to do this at every residential a walk around the surrounding areas 

would be held and the length of the walk varied according to the length of the 

event. 

5. On every residential event  a committee or a ‘Rosh RRR’ (reduce, reuse, 

recycle) must be established in order to align ourselves with previously passed 

motions on the issue (Rosh Machanot) 

6. All disposable plastic eating and drinking utensils must be biodegradable 

7. Noam should encourage participants to learn and develop opinions on social 

issues. 
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IV. Masorti 
A. Prayer and Services 

1. Noam will crowd fund, produce and publish a new siddur by camp 2015. Advice 

and movement wide consultation will be sought on making it relevant and 

user-friendly. 

a) Every mention of the Fathers will be complemented by the Mothers in their 

respective generations, including in the first paragraph of the Amidah, 

potential readings and music. (pending rabbinical approval) 

b) Append ‘al kol yoshvei tevel’  (pending rabbinical approval ) 

c) Adon Olam will be in a convenient place 

d) Relevant torah portions will be in the siddur. 

e) The prayer for the state of Israel will be included in Hebrew in the Noam 

Siddur.  

f) The prayer for the Royal Family will also be included in the Noam siddur. 

g) Madrachim shall be educated to include these changes even without the new 

siddur 

2. A major role of the education tzevet will be to create powerful, meaningful, 

and spiritual prayer experiences on camp. Priority will be given to creating 

these experiences over the strictest adherence to Noam’s current prayer 

policy. This will only be accepted in cases where the goal is to amplify prayer 

experiences.  

3. Service leaders are free not to say the second paragraph but must explain why. 

4. Head coving of some form is compulsory for boys and all Madrachim and 

Madrichot and actively encouraged for Chanichot.  

a) An adequate supply of kippot will be provided.  

5. Male Noam members above tour age must wear tallitot on Noam Shacharit 

services. Female Noam members above tour age are encouraged  

a) At the beginning of Shacharit services a leader should announce that all are 

encouraged to wear Tallit and Tefillin.  

b) A supply of extra talitot and Tefillin should always be included 

c) Noam should acquire new or second hand ses of tallit and tefilling to bring on 

camp. 

d)  Chanichim should be actibely encouraged to wear tefillin and tallitot during 

services. This should be done by having at least two staff members of any 

gender wearing tefillin which should preferably rotate. 

6. Shacharit and Ma’ariv will be compulsory on all Noam Tours 

7. An optional Mincha service must be offered on every site. 

8. Adon Olam should be sung at every Shacharit.  

a) The ‘Sharm-el sheikh’ tune should only be sung on Shabbat 

9. Inappropriate English songs should be strongly discouraged on Shabbat 

10. On shabbatot, everyone should ward a button-down linen shirt  

a) These will be provided at the coach stop for a modest fee 
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11. Noam should be encouraging and enabling more chanichim and madrichim to 

lead services. 

12. Before bensching, a note must be established by a mix of genders and/or 

ranges to make it accesbile for everyone to join in. 

B. Education 

1. All Jewish activites should be proceded by a ‘why’ and ‘how’ session 

a) This will ideally be delivered by a non-educator but with educator guidance 

b) This can happen eact time the activity is done but does not have to. 

2. Noam will seek professional help to create a framework to teach Masorti 

Judaism 

3. On every residential event, at least one official ‘tallit and tefillin’ education 

session will be provided for all.  

a) Both items must be provided on all Noam events where Shacharit is prayed 

with tefillin. 

4. The Tefilla skills curriculum must include a module to increase familiarity with 

the mitzvoth of Tallit and Tefillin 

5. Noam will seek to provide ways for their members to learn prayers. This will 

make up a part of Mercaz Noam and time will be devoted to it on camp.  

6. Noam will have discussions, alongside prayer services about God, the nature of 

God and belief in God. 

7. Mandatory education and discussion about controversial liturgy, including: 

a) 2nd paragraph of aleinu scrapped 

b) Last paragraph of Bensching scrapped (k’firim rashu...) 

c) Add a third example of Maoz Tzur (rock of Ages) 

C. Miscellaneous 

1. Noam Bogrim should be committed to developing and supporting Masorti 

communities in and around London and internationally 

a) Noam Bogrim should be committed to creating new Masorti communities 

where there is a need 

b) After Marom there is a movement called BoaM or (BUM for short) 

2. Noam will push Masorti synagogues to be fully egalitarian 

a) In order to best achieve this, the rabbis will be consulted to find out what 

Noam can best do to affect this issue 

3. Masorti Synagogues’ AGMs should be official Noam events. 

a) Community workers will work with Noam members in their synagogue to bring 

forward suggestions to the AGM 

4. Noam should encourage the Jewish tradition of donating money to charity 

after a long journey on its camps, to encourage members (both madrachim and 

chanichim) to give money to charity 

5. Movement workers should keep a basic level of Jewish observance.  
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a) In this instance, Jewish observance is defined as not eating non-kosher meat or 

fish outside the home and not travelling on Shabbat, but they should also 

endeavour to do more 

b) All Madrichim and Roshim should not eat non-kosher meat and fish in public 

places. 

6. Noam’s movement workers should endeavour to embrace Masorti Halacha and 

strive to be good dugmaot for the whole movement. 
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V. Education 
A. Israel 

1. Noam will only provide constructive Israel education that provides multiple 

narratives from multiple sources.  

a) Particularly when educating about Israeli politics and history Noam should 

educate its chanichim and madrichim in the issues Palestinians face, as well as 

those Israelis face in order to give chanichim a well-rounded understanding of 

the conflict without compromising its Zionist values.  

2. There should be Israel education on meltam and masa 

3. There will be aims and targets for Israel education appropriate for each year 

group.  

a) There will be an Israel education committee to co-ordinate this 

4. Noam will provide logistical and financial support to members wishing to go to 

the West Bank.  

a) Noam will organise trips to the West Bank for drachimniks or encourage them 

to go while on drachim.  

b) Noam will encourage members to participate in trips to the West Bank run by 

Yachad and will aim for at least three Noamnicks on each Yachad Student Trip.   

5. Noam should facilitate monthly film or documentary screenings specific to the 

middle east conflict from a range of positions with free popcorn 

6. There should be a separation between politics and culture when Noam 

discusses Israel 

7. Noam will invite a range os speakers of different political ideologies with regard 

to Israel to pre-camp. 

8. As the second official language of Israel, Arabic should be taught when possible 

9. Every schichva tzevet at camp will have an Israel contact team made up of an 

educator and one other madrich/a  

10. Noam should be willing and active in engaging with, commenting on, and 

critically assessing the policies of the government of Israel. 

11. All maps of Israel used by Noam must differentiate between the state of Israel 

and the West Bank and either exclude Gaza or mark it as a separate state 

unless not doing so has a specific educational purpose. 

12. Noam should promote an awareness and engagement with the upcoming 

Israeli election. 

a) This should manifest itself in a social media based campaign 

13. Noam disavows and disagrees with what the JNF does in the occupied 

teratories because support of this organisation contradicts our belief in the 

Palestinian right to self-determination. 

a) We will make this view known publically in as many fora as possible. 

14. Noam aims for Tour to benefit Israel as well as the chanichim and therefore 

should include time volunteering for causes in need. 
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B. Miscellaneous 

1. We will educate about ethical eating on Noam events 

2. Noam should look to hold more educational trips abroad 

3. Veida mandates the creation of Ivrit syllabus that should be taught on each 

camp from Shorashim to Nofim.  It will be staggered so the words from 

Shorashim are easier and it gets harder as you get older. 

4. Noam will endeavour to educate participants about other religions and 

cultures. In the form of at least one multifaith programme a year and wherever 

else applicable. 

5. The Meltam curriculum should be taught in year 12 and a Masa type course 

will be created for year 11 

6. Greater emphasis should be put on the teaching of traditional tefilla on the 

meltam and masa curriculum.  

a) All participants should leave with the ability to run a Shacharit and Ma’ariv 

services. 

7. Madrachim training programmes, meltam and masa, should continue their 

emphasis on training in understanding and dealing with challenging behaviour.  

8. Noam will raise awareness around animal cruelty 

9. Loose glitter is banned indoors on Noam . 
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VI. Miscellaneous 
A. General 

1. Noam movement workers have to wear visible Noam items of clothing to work 

each day. If they do not they should donate £1 to the Noam tzedakah pot. 

2. Noam UK will work with Noam Olami to create a trip to South America that will 

enhance communication and relationships between its members. There should 

also be an exchange programme for madrachim to be on all Noam Olami 

camps. 

3. Noam ewill encourage an active engagement with Noam Olami in order to 

ensure a stronger understanding of Zionism and Masorti Judaism in the 

diaspora an in Israel. 

4. Noam will investigate providing an alternative to Drachim/a way to link Noam 

Bogrim on their gap years – people want a Noam gap year without going to 

Israel.  

a) The Mazkirut will meet with each year group prior to Drachim to discuss 

options. 

5. Noam believes in furthering social cohesion between all religions and racial 

groups. 

a) Noam commits to making links with non-Jewish communities. 

b) Noam should establish an interfaith SATB ((Sikh/Atheist/Taoist/Buddhist) A 

Cappella choir. 

6. Noam will work with a non-Jewish youth movement. 

7. The Birthday Song shall be officially changed so the last line is ‘ Happy birthday 

from…’ 

8. Noam will facilitate a “buddy” scheme from the beginning of the masa year 

from the beginning of the masa year through to the end of camp for year 12 

first year madrichim. 1st and 2nd year Bogrim (who plan to stay involved in the 

movement) will be allocated to be the primary point of contact for hadracha 

for their own personal leadership development 

9. Noam will create a forum to discuss how to define Noam’s policy on lad culture 

10. Noam should encourage all to express their political opinions and makes sure 

we are all listening to each other. 

11. Noam will include the option of the sale of Shironim on the application form 

for camp. 

12. Noam must facilitate/offer a Noam UK Aliyah Garin for 5 or more if members 

desire it. 

13. In solidarity with Harry Style 

14. From now on the ‘Zionism’ will be changed to ‘Sionism’ throughout Noam and 

its events. 

15. Due to the ritual misspelling of his name, Ben Oooff shall henceforth adopt the 

spelling: Ben Oksophth (The K is silent) 
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16. Ben Gess should cease being allergic to nuts 

17. A portrait should be painted of every Mazkir and hung on a specific wall of the 

Office. Chloe will paint the pictures. 

18. The Royal family will also be included in the Noam siddur. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Appendices 
A. Further Action 

After compiling this list several pending actions, some recent, some not so recent, have been 

discovered. 

1. Noam will issue a Sheila to Rabbi Joel Levy on the possibility of constructing a 

model of Halacha which eschews a strict gender binary. 

2. The changes to the new siddur (IV.A.1.a and b) should be sent to the Masorit 

Rabbis for conformation 

3. A movement wide referenda: We should replace Zionism with Socialist Zionism 
The eligibility to vote in the referenda was specified during the meeting and the minutes should be 

consulted. 

4. A committee shall be set up to separate ideological policies from the statement 

of purpose 

5. A Tikkun Olam committee should be set up 
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	I. Camp
	A. General
	1. Noam shall hold an annual ‘summer camp’ for Years 5 to 10. This will be held at a random location, prefereable in the welsh countryside
	a) Noam shall also hold a tour of Israel for Year 11s
	b) Also a winter camp in England for Years 5 – 8
	c) Also day camp, possibly in half term.

	2. Noam believes that every role on camp is of equal importance, and that each role and every person on camp plays an essential part in the smooth running of machane
	3. Subject to consultation with senior staff and consultants, there will be no recognised phone time on camp.
	a) Distribution of phones will be at the discretion of Roshim and not Madrachim

	4. Online social networking is strongly discouraged in all public spaces unless required for the running of the event.
	5. There will be a discussion on precamp and camp about the effects of social mediaOn application for a position of leadership on Machane, when you intend to inspire and lead a future generation, the level of involvement you have throughout the year w...
	6. Noam is a community of equals and in order to reflect this:
	a) The t-shirt colour split will be between chanachim and staff
	b) Wacky t-shirts for everyone please
	c) There will be a single movement t-shirt for everyone

	7. The theme of Machane should not be limiting.
	a) It should not only be one of the five branches of Noam and can include other concepts.
	b) If the theme does not centre around a branch, there should be a set number of peulot to teach about the branches (at the discretion of the roshim)

	8. At Noam events, all staff must wear Noam merchandise wherever possible around chanichim.

	B. Mazkirut/Noam
	1. Noam will ensure there is structured welfare time for all Madrichim, including on Nofim.
	a) This will not operate on an opt-in system, though roshim may use their discretion to allow madrichim to opt-out.
	b) Group welfare on camp is not compulsory
	c) Welfare time will continue to be available for Madrachim when needed outside the formal structure.

	2. Noam should have no paid positions on camp where suitable current members are willing to take the role.
	a) The Mazkirut reserves the right to approach people they deem necessary for the running of camp.
	b) Noam should include education on such roles within its training

	3. The only positions above madrich on machane are Rosh and Rosh Machane.
	a) There will only be one Rosh Machane per shichvah, OR Exactly one Rakaz, one Rosh Machane per pair of camps.
	b) Extra applicants can be madrichim, Techni, educators, chuggim etc.

	4. Noam strives to be a place where people are valued by what they do and say over and above what they look like or wear.
	a) Noam believes that clothes of certain types (e.g. ostentatious designer clothing) can have a negative impact on the group dynamics on Machane. If it is believed that a situation is arising where clothing in negatively affecting the atmosphere on ca...
	b) This will be put in the Noam hands on booklet and sent to parents

	5. Noam should bring back camping on Nofim Aleph
	6. There should be a hike on Nofim
	a) There should be more hikes and day trips on all camps

	7. Training will be done on using feedback from Chanachim
	8. Educators are required to be briefed fully on Noam chinuch and tefilla policies and customs.
	a) The role of the educator is to be decided through discussion between the roshim of camp and their respective educator(s)

	9. Money on camp has to be allocated by Techni.
	10. There will be male, female and gender neutral toilets.
	a) Use of the toilets will not be policed unless this is being abused.
	b) Noam will educate about why these toilets exists

	11. There will be a question on the medical form about permitting chanichim to fast on Tish b’av.
	a) If it is permitted, then the decision cannot be overruled without the explicit instruction of the senior medic.
	b) If the decision is overrlled, parents will be contacted at a convenient time, not necessarily before the decision is put into action.
	c) Fasting will be on Noam’s terms.


	C. Roshim and Madrachim
	1. A leaders’ moadon is a priority on Machane.
	a) It should be encouraged that Roshim should spend time in that moadon.
	b) If there is available space the Roshim should also have an office, this does not impede on a meeting room

	2. The majority of Tzevet meetings should be dedicated to feedback. This should include:
	a) Roshim and Madrichim to Madrichim feedback
	b) Madrichim to roshim feedback
	c) Review of previous feedback
	d) It is the responsibility of the rakaz to ensure that this is carried out.

	3. Tzevet meetings must happen on Friday nights
	a) The second Friday night must have a focus on welfare for the last night

	4. Five hours is a minimum amount of sleep Madrichim should get unless circumstances are deemed necessary by the Rosh Machane in which case the lost sleep can be made up another time.
	a) The line manager of the Rosh must ensure this is upheld.

	5. Madrichim will actively try to be less intrusive into Chanachim’s dorms after official dorm time.
	a) They will sit as far away from dorms as possible, while maintaining line of sight and earshot

	6. Roshim will have compulsory one on one with their fingertip Madrichim in the last 3 days of camp.
	a) This is so as to conclude their personal journey on camp, look back at their FART and see what they have personally achieved.

	7. Throughout every camp there will be structured time for Chanachim to give constructive feedback to their Madrichim.
	a)  This feedback will then be processed with roshim on feedback day after camp

	8. Food that will not perish during camps that is confiscated from Chanachim will be redistributed at the discretion of the Madrichim with expressed permission from Roshim
	9. All Shabbat activites should be run past educators or the madrichim riunning Shabbat should be brief on relevant halacha by the educators
	10. Roshim ar expected to be proactive in the maintenance of Masorti practice.
	a) Part of roshim training will include session with Masorti Rabbis over what Masorti practice will include


	D. Pre and Post Camp
	1. All roles shall be reviewed and defined annually prior to every camp then a session shall be set aside to clearly explain the roles and responsibilities of everyone involved in Machane.
	a) Before camp, roshim of each tzevet must clearly define the role of their seniors to their tzevet.

	2. Roshim should be consulted for Roshim training as to what they would like to be trained about and qualified professionals should be brought in to teach about serious welfare issues.
	a) They should have professional and tzevet specific welfate training before camp.

	3. .Noam should introduce pre-camp discussions with all people to evaluate role/tzevet suitability with Mazkirut and Senior Tzevet. This will be face to face for 1st timers.
	a) During Meltam and Masa madrichim will talk about their experiences to first timers.
	b) All applicants for Machane who haven’t been on camp as a chanich (excluding tour) must be assigned a senior Madrich from their tzevet as a hadracha mentor to ensure they receive appropriate experience and feedback.

	4. Every tzevet must have at least one tzevet social before camp at an easily accessible time and place, excluding shabbaton
	5. Previous years’ Roshim should be consulted by the Mazkirut throughout the process of building tzvatim for the following year.
	6. There will be a post-tour welfare follow-up between tour Madrichim and a senior Noam welfare person such as Sara Levan or Magnus. There also should be a feedback session for post-tour Madrichim with a current member of the Mazkirut
	7. There will be more of an emphasis on asefot at post camp feedback day that is at least 2 hours long
	a)  New standing orders will be devised in order to reflect numbers.
	b)  Open space should also be incorporated.

	8. Pre-camp will be planned by tzvatim from previous years, appointed in the lead up to camp.
	9. The Rabbinic deathmatch will be reformatted in a way that is accessible to everyone
	10. There must be a roshim and tour madrichim feedback and processing day organised with the new Mazkirut.
	11. After Noam summer, residential roshim of each tzevet must write up on the madrichim in their tzevet for the use on the following year as part of feedback processes. Rakazim should do same for roshim.
	12. There will be a session on the Va’ad T’nua run on pre-camp
	13. Noam should have a Hadracha afternoon on precamp that is tailored to peoples specific roles
	14. Pre=camp sould include a Halacha 101 session which informs tzvatim of the halacha which the must be keeping on camp and the teztual reasons why.
	a) This will be run in conjunction with but not restricted to the educator tzevet.

	15. There will be compulsory song learning on pre-camp with emphasis on Shabbat songs but also niggunim, prayer tunes and camp songs
	a) There will also be a booklet of Shabbat songs.

	16. Noam must provide first aid training to everyone on pre-camp as well as professional welfare and mental health training
	a) For serious issues, there should be specific training for all madrichim on the camp..


	E. Peulot
	1. For each branch of Noam, at least one peula that relates to each branch should contain an attempt to explore Noam’s position on that Branch.
	2. During camp and precamp there will be at least one social action program for each year e.g. at a local soup kitchen
	3. There will be a minimum of 1 Veida themed programme for all summer camps and tour
	a) There should be an asefa for chanichim as part of camp sikkum for those of Veida age upwards
	b) Motions passed can be voted on by madrachim on Feedback Day

	4. Chanachim should have the opportunity to write a short programme for camp.
	a) This would make chanichim participate more in peulot, give an incentive for kids to go to club and start process of Hadracha. A madrich/a would be delegated to help with writing of Peula.

	5. Programmes written by Roshim for pre-camp should be “pimped “by senior madrichim
	6. Each Shacharit service on all Noam residential events will be treated as an educational peula.
	a) To achieve this on Machane Madrichim are required to submit their Shacharit plan on pre camp to appropriate ‘pimps’ (members of the chinuch and chuggim Tzevet) during a new peula ‘sort out dis Shacharit’ (to be said in a Dutch accent)
	b) The Shabbat Shacharit service should be integrated with a Shabbat themed peula

	7. Noam is against excessive waste in peulot. Roshim and Techni will actively discourage wasteful use of resources
	a) Roshim should prevent and can veto excessive food wastage in peulot

	8. A database of previous peulot should be compiled. It would include feedback from the program and contact details of the author. Peulot would be included in the database at the discretion of the author. This database will include the year it was use...
	a) A description of the Peula should be submitted with feedback provided, kept to a short template.
	b) Access to that database would be provided to those who have submitted at least one peula.
	c) Access will also be granted to first time Madrichim.

	9. Every camp should include at least one peula that integrates with the theme of that camp, focusing on (a) religion(s) outside of Judaism and pre-camp/Madrichim training should include at least one interfaith peula
	10. There should be opportunities during camp to discuss issues related to gender without needing to segregate by gender
	11. There should be more programmes that focus on Israeli culture without diminishing political discussions.
	12. There should be sessions on LGBTQ* issues, egalitarianism and feminishm in the same style as the gender talk. These should preferable be at the beginning of camp.

	F. Miscellaneous
	1. The word ‘Prayer’ will not be used on camp and Madrachim should be encouraged to avoid using the word guys in order to gain the Chanichim’s attention, instead using more creative methods of hadracha
	2. Noam will run sessions teaching Noamnikim to both leyn and lead services on pre camp and throughout the year..
	3. Only Israeli (including non-Jewish), and Jewish, music is allowed to be played at Noam residential events around chanichim, unless for a specific programme.
	4. In line with the Gemillut Hasidim branch, Noam will commit to planting trees at the site of its Machanot, if permitted by the site.
	5. Mardichim and all staff of camp shall aim to dismantle gender roles – universally but with specific regard to lad culture
	a) Roshim shall ensure that any activity which could be ‘gendered’ should be led by a mixture of genders.

	6. Noam will have one Union Jack on each site during machane
	7. Rabbis and educators have to be involved in a programme outside of Jewish education
	8. Each year Noam UK will send madrichim to another Masorti camp abroad, numbers willing.
	9. The Mazkirut will investigate expanding winter camp by opening it up to more years
	10. We will have Mezuzot on camp
	a) This will increase bonding across rooms and increase Jewish spirit on camp.

	11. An aim of each machane will be to teach Ivrit and Yiddish (mammalushen)
	a) A Yiddish mobile will circulate between the camps.

	12. Each shichvah will be given a name, to be decided at Shorashim Aleph.
	a) We will liaise with Noam Olami to see if this could be a cross movement endeavour
	b) Names will be allocated this year to all shcihvaot (2015)

	13. Bogrim are expected to work with the Mazkirut to provide hadracha training in the cities in which they study
	14. Noam will provide appropriate training for people who wish to spend time in roles they are not yet qualified for.


	II. Democratic Community
	A. General
	1. The full and current statement of purpose will be provided on the Noam website.
	a) The link will be included on all camp and tour application forms.
	b) Copies of the SOP will be distributed on precamp and there will be a separate short session with updates from the most recent Veida.

	2. Noam will host an additional annual residential event, taking place over 3-4 days. It may be based on a theme. There will be a mixture of religious and cultural peulot, as well as standard Noam services and benching at meals. The event will be for ...
	3. If so decided by Veida, motions can be referred to another body this includes an open forum, the Masorti rabbis, Moetza, mercaz, pre camp, referenda, or any other body deemed by Veida.
	4. The proposer of a motion must write, within one month of the end of Veida, an action plan for the implementation of the motion.
	5. A member of the Mazkirut shall be appointed ‘Veida co-ordinator.’
	a) This person shall oversee implementation of passed motions and will be able to provide information on the progress of the implementation to anyone who asks.

	6. There will be a movement-wide referendum on whether Noam should join political movements or organizations that have public political stances.
	7. This Noam office will investigate holding Veida in Israel (or another country) next year as a method of increasing participation
	8. Veida is strongly encouraged for anybody who wants to be on the tzevet during the following summer
	9. When making any decisions which may conflict with halacha, Rabbi Roni Tabick, Rabbi Oliver Joseph or Rabbi Daniella (or pending Natasha Mann and Zahavit) must be consulted for a binding halachich ruling..

	B. Veida
	1.  Veida should take place during school and university holidays during a few days in the winter holidays.
	2. Veida should be residential if possible even if that means sleeping an a synagogue or somebodies house.
	3. A quorum of 30 members shall be required
	a) This quorum may only be changed during the Democracy Asefa

	4. The democracy branch should always be discussed first on Veida in order to allow approve motions that alter the standing orders to take effect as early as possible.
	5. Any employee of Noam is eligible to vote on Veida in addition to Noam members.
	6. Delegates must be aware of and take into consideration their status and influence on Veida discussions, for example office workers
	7. To uphold the sanctity of the debating chamber attendees are required to leave all weapons at the entrance, the Roshei Veida are responsible for providing an amnesty box to be placed in the ante-chamber.
	8. There will be a Veida asefa on madrichim feedback day where motions concerning camp can be passed and changed.
	a) They will come into effect on the following camp unless they are repealed on Veida
	b) Motions proposed at Veida that would remove/amend a motion passed on feedback day asefa before the event(s) in question have taken place require a 2/3 majority vote

	9. The final asefa of Veida, often the miscellaneous/emergency asefa, should have no set time limit, but instead at the chair’s discretion with a minimum asefa time of half an hour.
	10. Veida must include a session where ideas and visions for Camps, Clubs and Residentials are to be discussed and compiled in a document.
	a)  If these are passed, they will be written in a separate ideas/visions document.

	11. Motions that don’t affect our democratic structures, or that have not been enacted, shall expire after 3 years and must be reviewed at Veida.
	12. Motions that may alter Noam’s position on a halachic or theological issue require the consulting of at least one Masorti religious authority.
	13. All policies passed at Veidot and post camp asefot must be recorded and made publicly avalaible on the Noam website and e-bayit.
	a) This is the reposnibility of the mazkir/a/ol, but need not be done by them.
	b) This will exclude joke motions, which are to be placed on the e-bayit.
	c) All final votes on motions shall not be viewable on the WWW

	14. Motions can be written all year round by anyone and put in a motion box.
	a) The onus is on the author to come to Veida or get someone who is going to put it forward.

	15. CCR Asefa will be shortened leaving time for a new ‘Moetza’ Asefa.
	a) This will discuss practical and logistical issues, including events during the year and long-term projects.
	b) All motions passed will be given to the Moetza, whose responsibility is to carry them out. If the proposer of the motion chooses, a Mazkirut member can be requested to oversee the project

	16. There should be a new asefot for educational purposes called ‘Chinuch’.
	17. Noam will make a concerted effort to accommodate anyone who lives far away from Veida
	18. Nobody can participate in an asefa unless they have been at Veida for the whole day
	19. The cost of Veida will be kept to an absolute minimum including taking place in London if nessecary.
	20. Standing Order Changes
	a) A five minute break can be taken between motions, this can happen a maximum of twice per asefa
	b) If an amendment is made once the list is closed, then the list can be reopened
	c) The chair may call an adjournment in an asefa for the length that he or she chooses.
	d) All chairs must have attended at least one Noam Veida


	C. Committees
	1. Va’ad T’nua
	a) A Va’ad T’nua made up of a maximum of:
	(1) The Mazkirut,
	(2) 7 Bogrim (one of whom will chair),
	(3) The Rosh Noam and;
	(4) One other member of the Moetza, to be decided by the Moetza.

	b) The Bogrim will be elected to the following roles:
	(1) Chair
	(2) Democratic Community
	(3) Masorti
	(4) Zionism
	(5) Hagshama
	(6) Gemillut Chasidim
	(7) Camps, Clubs and Residentials

	c) The Bogrim will be elected at Feedback Day, but can be supplemented afterwards if not enough candidates stand.
	d) They act as representatives of the Noam membership and scrutinise the tasks of the Mazkirut.
	e) The Bogrim elected to the Va’ad T’nua are also involved in the interview process for the new Mazkirut.
	f) Motions not discussed at Veida due to lack of time will be sent to the Va’ad T’nua. If accepted they should be seen as ‘steers’ for the Mazkirut.
	g) Sullied motions shall be sent to the Va’ad T’nua for a decision.
	h) This group will be in continuous contact online and will aim to meet in person during major educational holidays (winter, spring, summer).
	i) Va’ad T’nua will coordinate the creation and organisation of the Peula database
	j) The Va’ad T’nua is compelled to provide a report of the ‘state of the movement’ twice a year.
	k) The Noam Mercaz (Senior Committee) will be replaced with this committee and a Facebook group for all Bogrim, which the Mazkirut are able to use a sounding board for issues.

	2. Moetza
	a) Half of Moetza will be elected in a movement wide election during the year, the other half will remain elected on Veida. A term on the Moetza lasts one year. On camp, we will educate our members about Moetza.
	b) Moetza will:
	(1) Form a strategy meeting with all of the members of Moetza, the mercaz and the Mazkirut twice a year.
	(2) Run Peulot for weekly Noam clubs. It will attend each community eat least once
	(3) Facilitate mini projects such as tallits, minchonim, Tefilla skills, new nigunim etc.
	(4) Create a tochnit of fun Hebrew learning for camp
	(5) create a newsletter / paper at least every three months that will be sent online and sent via emails (they will also be sent my mail if requested)
	(6) Create a phonebook in order to encourage connections amongst Noamnicks and help Mazkiruit sending messages via phone tree

	c) Events
	(1) Moetza will aim to create events throughout the year for Nofim aleph and above.
	(2) Reunions must be organised for each camp and tour within two months of machane in order to foster schiva pride.
	(3) Moetza will facilitate Tikkun olam during the events.

	d) If any positions within the entire Moetza structure are not filled any applicable Noam member may apply directly. The winning candidate is chosen by the Moetza in conjunction by the Mazkirut
	(1) If the positions of Yoshev Rosh Moetza or Rosh Snifim are abdicated or not filled the Rosh Noam fulfils the duties of the role until the aforementioned process is completed.
	(2)  If the positions of Rosh Noam are abdicated or not filled, the Yoshev Rosh Moetza and Rosh snifim fulfil the duties of the role until the aforementioned process is completed

	e) Two candidates can stand together for the position of Roshei Noam
	f) Amend the 2008 Moetza motion to the following: “The Noam Moetza is a committee of 8 people in school years 9-13 who are elected alongside the following positions:
	(1) -Rosh Noam: a 6th former who manages.......... etc.
	(2) The remaining text of this motion, outlining the various positions on Moetza, has been lost but it is known to include a Rosh Moetza, a 6th former, and a Rosh Snifim, a 6th former


	3. There will be a body of non-bogrim who will discuss the decisions made by the mazkiruy and be the voice of the youth in our movement..
	4. A new committee will be set up for the sole purpose of Tikkun Olam.
	a) It will be responsible for all sorts of Tikkun Olam and not just environmental.
	b) This will be separate from all other committees e.g. Moetza.
	c) One office worker will sit on this movement. This will cancel out the old tikkun olam group however it will include the original ideology.

	5. Gemillut Chasidim ‘Open Forum’
	a) At the end of the Gemillut Chasidim asefa there shall be an open forum that shall be chaired by the Gemillut Chasidim Va’ad T’nua rep (or if necessary, another Va’ad T’nua rep).
	b) The forum shall focus on co-ordinating the Gemillut Chasidim efforts of the movement.
	c) It should promote possible Gemillut Chasidim opportunities and how specific motions will be enacted throughout the year and on camp.
	d) . The Gemillut Chasidim Rep shall be responsible for following up specific action points and plans.

	6. Constitutional Committee
	a) The committee is comprised of all delegates to Veida
	b) It is empowered to codify our governing structures into a governing document which shall join the statement of purpose and the ‘ideology document’ in defining the movement.
	c) It shall report back to Veida to be approved and then be ratified by a referendum on pre-camp.


	D. Beliefs
	1. Noam will only invite external speakers who preach understanding and not hatred. When an external speaker who preaches hatred is unavoidable, a discussion must be held on Noam’s views afterwards.
	a) Noam does not necessarily stand by the views of its external speakers and will balance controversial talks with discussion

	2. Noam should attempt to engage in and organise inter-movement Zionist activities on tour and drachim
	3. Noam should choose a kibbutz to create an enduring and constructive relationship with.
	4. Noam believes in the right of religious expression regardless of gender identity and will therefore officially affiliate with and support Women of the Wall.
	a)  Noam will publivize their events for Noam members in Israel and invite them to do events with us.
	b) Noam will actively support the endeavours of Women of the Wall, and gear Masorti and Zionist activities to promoting their cause.

	5. Noam is a feminist youth movement.
	6. Noam should form a long term connection with a community/scheme in Israel where Arab-Israelis and Jewish-Israelis coexist peacefully.
	a) This connection would enable members and employees of Noam to volunteer and participate in the project. The scheme will be an option in the volunteer programme on Drachim and tours will volunteer there every year.


	E. Miscellaneous
	1. Noam will not tolerate the use of language that discriminates based on gender, race, sexual orientation, ability or comments that normalize sexual violence
	2. Noam should introduce madrichol/chanichol as an alternative title for madrichim/chanichim.
	3. Noam will try and form a partnership with a non-Jewish youth club in London
	4. A separate document for Noam ideological policies will be created and reserve SOP for technically defining the movement.
	a) A committee will be set up to accomplish this

	5. Noam will incorporate monthly volunteering into Mercaz Noam.
	6. Grammatical errors must not be corrected during an asefa unless they obscure the motion’s meaning.
	7. A joke box will be present at post camp asefa which will be read out between motions
	8. Noam will place an appropriate percentage of its profit in a rainy day fund each year
	9. A committee will be set up to discuss whether “the man on the moon is my friend”. If it is found that he is not, the paragraph will be omitted
	10. Noam should endeavour to make White and Green Noam Chultzot
	11. There should be a digital Veida with online forum and voting.


	III.  Gemillut Hasidim
	A. Tzedakah
	1. Noam office, in consultation with its members, should be involved in one active TO event a month, and encourage members to get involved in London and send out a list of TO events happening in other cities.
	2. Noam participants will advertise and encourage attendance of national social action events, even if it’s on Shabbat/Yom Tov, and will work with other organisations to set up Shabbat observant ways to attend these events.
	3. Noam should give the option for parents to give £2 to charity voted by Noam members, when paying for machane
	4. Based on last year’s success of picking NNLS Drop-In as our charity of the year, Noam commits to supporting it for an additional year alongside a charity we vote in by referendum (Veida 2012/2013 – Expired 2013/14)
	5. Noam should have one primary external charity a year that it supports, has a relationship with and educates everyone in the movement about (on camp, year round through fundraising and social media) for Tikkun Olam.
	a) This charity will be voted on in a movement-wide referendum.

	6. Noam will support all members taking part in mitzvah day projects and, alongside this, will have a coordinated and concerted project on mitzvah day, so that we are equally represented amongst Jewry’s finest hour.
	7. At every Noam residential, all those attending must bring one can of food which will then be given to a homeless shelter or asylum seekers project.

	B. Beliefs
	1. Noam is ideologically vegetarian and all Noam events will be vegetarian.
	a) If camp does not have tzevet eden or a specialist vegetarian caterer then it shall be pescitarian
	b) Noam will liase with other movements who self cater.
	c) Noam will hold vegan Thursdays on Camp.
	d) Noam will only purchase ethically produced free range eggs.

	2. Noam seeks to minimize its carbon usage and aims to be carbon neutral within the next decade and seeks to educate about carbon neutrality.
	a) Noam will offset the carbon footprint for the flights to Israel tour
	b) An optional carbon off-setting fee should be included on camp application
	c)  Noam should get an ex-Noamnik who works with the environment to audit us. We will endeacour to reduce our carbon footprint in the most effective way. If there are no ex-Noamnikim, Noam will set aside a budget to fund the ensuing changes. If an aud...

	3. Noam boycotts amazon until such a time that they pay and treat their workers to an acceptable level.
	4. Noam encourages organ donation, bone marrow and blood donation and will organise donation events. Noam recognises the homophobic issues surrounding current blood donation policy and will educate on this.
	a) Noam encourages members to attend two blood donations events a year.
	b) Noam will elect a representative of Veida to organise this.


	C. Miscellaneous
	1. A recycling bin should be present in all major rooms used at Noam events.
	2. Noam will strive for a fully paperless office, this will include all medical forms being completed and submitted online, reducing the likelihood of errors.
	a) Event and camp promotion should be online in the form of emails, videos and Facebook as well as sms reminders. Wherever possible both of these schemes will be trialled in 2009.

	3. All Noam members are to set an example to uphold the Tikkun Olam branch. At the beginning of every Noam event rules will be set out:
	a)  Turn off lights when leaving room
	b)  To have a recycling unit
	c)  To clean up after one self.
	d) Therefore, this will create respect to not only the environment but to one of our 5 branches.

	4. Noam needs to acknowledge, respect and create a relationship with the areas where we hold our events.
	a) In order to do this at every residential a walk around the surrounding areas would be held and the length of the walk varied according to the length of the event.

	5. On every residential event  a committee or a ‘Rosh RRR’ (reduce, reuse, recycle) must be established in order to align ourselves with previously passed motions on the issue (Rosh Machanot)
	6. All disposable plastic eating and drinking utensils must be biodegradable
	7. Noam should encourage participants to learn and develop opinions on social issues.


	IV. Masorti
	A. Prayer and Services
	1. Noam will crowd fund, produce and publish a new siddur by camp 2015. Advice and movement wide consultation will be sought on making it relevant and user-friendly.
	a) Every mention of the Fathers will be complemented by the Mothers in their respective generations, including in the first paragraph of the Amidah, potential readings and music. (pending rabbinical approval)
	b) Append ‘al kol yoshvei tevel’  (pending rabbinical approval )
	c) Adon Olam will be in a convenient place
	d) Relevant torah portions will be in the siddur.
	e) The prayer for the state of Israel will be included in Hebrew in the Noam Siddur.
	f) The prayer for the Royal Family will also be included in the Noam siddur.
	g) Madrachim shall be educated to include these changes even without the new siddur

	2. A major role of the education tzevet will be to create powerful, meaningful, and spiritual prayer experiences on camp. Priority will be given to creating these experiences over the strictest adherence to Noam’s current prayer policy. This will only...
	3. Service leaders are free not to say the second paragraph but must explain why.
	4. Head coving of some form is compulsory for boys and all Madrachim and Madrichot and actively encouraged for Chanichot.
	a) An adequate supply of kippot will be provided.

	5. Male Noam members above tour age must wear tallitot on Noam Shacharit services. Female Noam members above tour age are encouraged
	a) At the beginning of Shacharit services a leader should announce that all are encouraged to wear Tallit and Tefillin.
	b) A supply of extra talitot and Tefillin should always be included
	c) Noam should acquire new or second hand ses of tallit and tefilling to bring on camp.
	d)  Chanichim should be actibely encouraged to wear tefillin and tallitot during services. This should be done by having at least two staff members of any gender wearing tefillin which should preferably rotate.

	6. Shacharit and Ma’ariv will be compulsory on all Noam Tours
	7. An optional Mincha service must be offered on every site.
	8. Adon Olam should be sung at every Shacharit.
	a) The ‘Sharm-el sheikh’ tune should only be sung on Shabbat

	9. Inappropriate English songs should be strongly discouraged on Shabbat
	10. On shabbatot, everyone should ward a button-down linen shirt
	a) These will be provided at the coach stop for a modest fee

	11. Noam should be encouraging and enabling more chanichim and madrichim to lead services.
	12. Before bensching, a note must be established by a mix of genders and/or ranges to make it accesbile for everyone to join in.

	B. Education
	1. All Jewish activites should be proceded by a ‘why’ and ‘how’ session
	a) This will ideally be delivered by a non-educator but with educator guidance
	b) This can happen eact time the activity is done but does not have to.

	2. Noam will seek professional help to create a framework to teach Masorti Judaism
	3. On every residential event, at least one official ‘tallit and tefillin’ education session will be provided for all.
	a) Both items must be provided on all Noam events where Shacharit is prayed with tefillin.

	4. The Tefilla skills curriculum must include a module to increase familiarity with the mitzvoth of Tallit and Tefillin
	5. Noam will seek to provide ways for their members to learn prayers. This will make up a part of Mercaz Noam and time will be devoted to it on camp.
	6. Noam will have discussions, alongside prayer services about God, the nature of God and belief in God.
	7. Mandatory education and discussion about controversial liturgy, including:
	a) 2nd paragraph of aleinu scrapped
	b) Last paragraph of Bensching scrapped (k’firim rashu...)
	c) Add a third example of Maoz Tzur (rock of Ages)


	C. Miscellaneous
	1. Noam Bogrim should be committed to developing and supporting Masorti communities in and around London and internationally
	a) Noam Bogrim should be committed to creating new Masorti communities where there is a need
	b) After Marom there is a movement called BoaM or (BUM for short)

	2. Noam will push Masorti synagogues to be fully egalitarian
	a) In order to best achieve this, the rabbis will be consulted to find out what Noam can best do to affect this issue

	3. Masorti Synagogues’ AGMs should be official Noam events.
	a) Community workers will work with Noam members in their synagogue to bring forward suggestions to the AGM

	4. Noam should encourage the Jewish tradition of donating money to charity after a long journey on its camps, to encourage members (both madrachim and chanichim) to give money to charity
	5. Movement workers should keep a basic level of Jewish observance.
	a) In this instance, Jewish observance is defined as not eating non-kosher meat or fish outside the home and not travelling on Shabbat, but they should also endeavour to do more
	b) All Madrichim and Roshim should not eat non-kosher meat and fish in public places.

	6. Noam’s movement workers should endeavour to embrace Masorti Halacha and strive to be good dugmaot for the whole movement.


	V. Education
	A. Israel
	1. Noam will only provide constructive Israel education that provides multiple narratives from multiple sources.
	a) Particularly when educating about Israeli politics and history Noam should educate its chanichim and madrichim in the issues Palestinians face, as well as those Israelis face in order to give chanichim a well-rounded understanding of the conflict w...

	2. There should be Israel education on meltam and masa
	3. There will be aims and targets for Israel education appropriate for each year group.
	a) There will be an Israel education committee to co-ordinate this

	4. Noam will provide logistical and financial support to members wishing to go to the West Bank.
	a) Noam will organise trips to the West Bank for drachimniks or encourage them to go while on drachim.
	b) Noam will encourage members to participate in trips to the West Bank run by Yachad and will aim for at least three Noamnicks on each Yachad Student Trip.

	5. Noam should facilitate monthly film or documentary screenings specific to the middle east conflict from a range of positions with free popcorn
	6. There should be a separation between politics and culture when Noam discusses Israel
	7. Noam will invite a range os speakers of different political ideologies with regard to Israel to pre-camp.
	8. As the second official language of Israel, Arabic should be taught when possible
	9. Every schichva tzevet at camp will have an Israel contact team made up of an educator and one other madrich/a
	10. Noam should be willing and active in engaging with, commenting on, and critically assessing the policies of the government of Israel.
	11. All maps of Israel used by Noam must differentiate between the state of Israel and the West Bank and either exclude Gaza or mark it as a separate state unless not doing so has a specific educational purpose.
	12. Noam should promote an awareness and engagement with the upcoming Israeli election.
	a) This should manifest itself in a social media based campaign

	13. Noam disavows and disagrees with what the JNF does in the occupied teratories because support of this organisation contradicts our belief in the Palestinian right to self-determination.
	a) We will make this view known publically in as many fora as possible.

	14. Noam aims for Tour to benefit Israel as well as the chanichim and therefore should include time volunteering for causes in need.

	B. Miscellaneous
	1. We will educate about ethical eating on Noam events
	2. Noam should look to hold more educational trips abroad
	3. Veida mandates the creation of Ivrit syllabus that should be taught on each camp from Shorashim to Nofim.  It will be staggered so the words from Shorashim are easier and it gets harder as you get older.
	4. Noam will endeavour to educate participants about other religions and cultures. In the form of at least one multifaith programme a year and wherever else applicable.
	5. The Meltam curriculum should be taught in year 12 and a Masa type course will be created for year 11
	6. Greater emphasis should be put on the teaching of traditional tefilla on the meltam and masa curriculum.
	a) All participants should leave with the ability to run a Shacharit and Ma’ariv services.

	7. Madrachim training programmes, meltam and masa, should continue their emphasis on training in understanding and dealing with challenging behaviour.
	8. Noam will raise awareness around animal cruelty
	9. Loose glitter is banned indoors on Noam .


	VI. Miscellaneous
	A. General
	1. Noam movement workers have to wear visible Noam items of clothing to work each day. If they do not they should donate £1 to the Noam tzedakah pot.
	2. Noam UK will work with Noam Olami to create a trip to South America that will enhance communication and relationships between its members. There should also be an exchange programme for madrachim to be on all Noam Olami camps.
	3. Noam ewill encourage an active engagement with Noam Olami in order to ensure a stronger understanding of Zionism and Masorti Judaism in the diaspora an in Israel.
	4. Noam will investigate providing an alternative to Drachim/a way to link Noam Bogrim on their gap years – people want a Noam gap year without going to Israel.
	a) The Mazkirut will meet with each year group prior to Drachim to discuss options.

	5. Noam believes in furthering social cohesion between all religions and racial groups.
	a) Noam commits to making links with non-Jewish communities.
	b) Noam should establish an interfaith SATB ((Sikh/Atheist/Taoist/Buddhist) A Cappella choir.

	6. Noam will work with a non-Jewish youth movement.
	7. The Birthday Song shall be officially changed so the last line is ‘ Happy birthday from…’
	8. Noam will facilitate a “buddy” scheme from the beginning of the masa year from the beginning of the masa year through to the end of camp for year 12 first year madrichim. 1st and 2nd year Bogrim (who plan to stay involved in the movement) will be a...
	9. Noam will create a forum to discuss how to define Noam’s policy on lad culture
	10. Noam should encourage all to express their political opinions and makes sure we are all listening to each other.
	11. Noam will include the option of the sale of Shironim on the application form for camp.
	12. Noam must facilitate/offer a Noam UK Aliyah Garin for 5 or more if members desire it.
	13. In solidarity with Harry Style
	14. From now on the ‘Zionism’ will be changed to ‘Sionism’ throughout Noam and its events.
	15. Due to the ritual misspelling of his name, Ben Oooff shall henceforth adopt the spelling: Ben Oksophth (The K is silent)
	16. Ben Gess should cease being allergic to nuts
	17. A portrait should be painted of every Mazkir and hung on a specific wall of the Office. Chloe will paint the pictures.
	18. The Royal family will also be included in the Noam siddur.


	Appendices
	A. Further Action
	1. Noam will issue a Sheila to Rabbi Joel Levy on the possibility of constructing a model of Halacha which eschews a strict gender binary.
	2. The changes to the new siddur (IV.A.1.a and b) should be sent to the Masorit Rabbis for conformation
	3. A movement wide referenda: We should replace Zionism with Socialist Zionism
	4. A committee shall be set up to separate ideological policies from the statement of purpose
	5. A Tikkun Olam committee should be set up



